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A NON-ERGODIC VERSION 
OF RUDOLPHS THEOREM 
MIROSLAV KRUTINA 
The classical Ambrose theorem [1] on the representation of any ergodic flow on a non-atomic 
complete probability space by a flow under a function indicates opportunities how to pass from 
the time-continuous dynamical system to the discrete one. For ergodic aperiodic flows with finite 
entropy, D. Rudolph [10] showed a representation by a flow under a function assuming only 
two (irrationally related sufficiently small) values, the preimages of which make a generator 
for the basis-automorphism at the same time. By means of that it was possible to code the whole 
flow as discrete dynamical system over a two-element alphabet. In the present paper, such a re-
presentation is constructed for aperiodic, in general non-ergodic flows; the necessary and suffi-
cient condition for it is the finality of the asymptotic rate of a flow. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATIONS 
By a flow on a probability space (Q, &*, \i) we mean any group {Tf}feR of its auto-
morphisms (l : 1 measure-preserving transformations of Q onto itself, indexed by 
reals) such that Ts+t = Tso Tt for s, t e R, and that the mapping (to, t) -> Ttco is 
J^ x S£ — immeasurable (S£ denotes the Lebesgue-measurable subsets of the real 
line, the completeness of /i is presupposed, and J^ x S£ denotes the completed 
product a-algebra with respect to /i and the usual Lebesgue measure X). 
As an example serves a flow built under a function (denoted by (B, <M, v, S,f)): 
(B, 0&, v) is a basis complete probability space with an automorphism S, and / is 
a measurable real function on B with j " / dv < oo, bounded from below by some positi-
ve constant. Put *B = {(/?, s): (3 e B, 0 = s < / (#)}, * l = *Bn ~¥~T~¥ and *v = 
= c.vxX I *$& (the restriction to *M of the completed product-measure normalized 
by a constant c = 1/J/dv). The flow is prescribed by 
St(p,s) = (S%s + t-Zf(SJf})) (i) 
i = o 
where t > 0 (&•> s) G *•-*» anc* w^e re ' ' e l (the integers) is uniquely determined by 
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E/( S J l 9 ) = s + t < Y,f(SJP) (the empty sum is taken as zero, and for negative t 
jf = 0 j = 0 
we put St = S:J; for the measurability of Sf(/3, s) see [1]). 
Following [5], we call a flow {Tf}f6R aperiodic, if there are no 0 < s. < s2 and 
E e J^ with /i(E) > 0 such that, for all ^-measurable E c E, /i(u{TfE: sx < t < 
< s2, t rational} \ E) = 0; if (Q, 3F', \i) is a Lebesgue space, this means the same as 
the pointwise definition of aperiodicity. As known, the concept of the flow under 
a function is an underlying one since, among others, any aperiodic flow can be re-
presented in such a form (by the representation we mean the usual point-isomorphism 
after deleting some invariant nullsets). Further, in case of the flow under a function, 
the condition of aperiodicity is equivalent to the aperiodicity of the basis-auto-
morphism S, i.e. there is no E e M with v(E) > 0 such that, for some n e N , 
v(E AS"E) = 0 whenever E c= E, E e M (see [5]; A denotes the symmetrical difference, 
N = {1, 2, ...}). Below, the indicator of some set X will be denoted by Xx-
Proposition 1. Let p, q be two positive real numbers with p\q irrational, and 
Q e (0, 1). If a flow {Tf}f6R is aperiodic, then there is a flow under a function (B, M, v, 
S,f) w i th / = pxx + 4XB\X (% c- &) which is isomorphic to {Tf}f6R and, moreover, 
for which the limit 
xm = i™-"i:xx(sj(3) 
n n j = 0 
exists and equals Q for v-almost all j ? e6 . 
For the proof see [7], Theorem 2.1 and Remarks. D. Rudolph [10] constructed 
such a representation before, in case of an aperiodic ergodic flow on a Lebesgue space 
with finite entropy. Though it satisfied the relation x*(P) = Q o n r y approximately, 
the partition £ = {X, B \ X), on the other hand, was a generator for S, i.e. o-(V SJ£) = 
/el 
= (% up to symmetrical differences of measure zero. (We use the customary symbols 
of the entropic ergodic theory. By a partition of B we mean any collection £ = 
= {Xa, ae A) of pairwise disjoint sets with B = \J Xa, V means the operation 
txeA 
of the roughest common refinement, and for an arbitrary system {£d, d e D} of at 
most countable ^-measurable partitions, i.e. consisting of ^-measurable sets only, 
°"(V £d) denotes the c-algebra generated by their sets.) 
deD 
Our aim is to generalize Rudolph's result to aperiodic (non-ergodic) flows. For the 
existence and the minimal generator cardinality, the crucial characteristic in the 
non-ergodic case is the asymptotic rate (see Proposition 4), instead of the entropy. 
This metrical invariant was introduced by K. Winkelbauer, see [11], [12], and we shall 
recall an equivalent definition of it (cf. [9]). 
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2. MAIN RESULTS 
From now on, let us suppose that the probability space (Q, SF, \i) is countably 
generated, i.e. SF is generated up to symmetrical differences of measure zero by 
countably many sets. Let Tbe an automorphism of (Q, 3F, /*). If E e OF with pi(F) > 0, 
we define a probability measure //F on (Q, $F) by /J,F(E) = fi(E n F)//J.(F), E e 3F. 
If, besides, F e / r = J>T(2F) = {FetF: TF = E}, T also is an automorphism of 
UP. Let hjT) mean the usual entropy of T(see e.g. [3], but for the sake of simplicity 
let the logarithms from its definition be taken to the base 2). The asymptotic rate 
HjT) of T is defined by 
H,(T) = sup {V(T): E e STt HE) > 0} . 
For a flow {Tf}feR, it holds that HM(Tf) = \t\. H^Ti) for all t * 0 (cf. [8]), and the 
asymptotic rate of {Tf}fsR is defined as 
Hj{Tt}tER) = HJT,) . 
According to [9], 
H»({Tt}ten) = sup {V(TX): F e f) JTt, K-
7) > °) • 
tsR 
Put h(o) = -Q log Q - (1 - Q) log (1 - Q) for Q e (0, 1); log = log2. 
Theorem 1. Let {Tf}feR be an aperiodic flow on a complete countably generated 
probability space (Q,^,n) with finite asymptotic rate, and £ e (0, 1). Then, for 
any two p, q > 0 with pjq irrational and satisfying (PQ + q(l — Q)) . h^F(T^) < 
< H(Q) for every E e f) Jrj^) with \i(F) > 0, there is a flow under a function 
feR 
(B, M, v, S, pxz + qXB\z)> Z a B, which is isomorphic to {Tf}feR, and such that 
(a) xJ(/J) = e foreach /3eB , 
(b) £ = [Z, B\Z] is a generator for the basis-automorphism S. 
In case of infinite asymptotic rate such a representation does not exist. 
Note that, according to (a) and due to the ergodic theorem, there is v'(Z) = Q 
for every 5-invariant probability v' on (B, $). Thus Theorem 3 in [10] is a consequence 
of this one. In the sense of Theorem 1, write Z = {(/?, s): /3 e Z, 0 < 5 < p},B\Z = 
= {(P, s ) : / i G B \ Z , 0 < s < q}. 
Theorem 2. Under the conditions of Theorem 1, the flow (B, 0$, v, S, pxz + 
+ <1XB\Z) can be chosen so that, moreover, the partition £ = {Z, B \ Z} is a generator 
for each St with 0 < \t\ < min {p, q}. 
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3. PROOFS 
3.1 The scheme of the proof of Theorem 1 
The proof observes the ergodic case and, following [10], it is based on the construc-
tion of a finite reordering and on the assertion about minimal generator cardinality. 
n- 1 
Let S be an automorphism of a probability space (B, M, v). If ^~(E, n) = \J SJE is 
j = o 
a disjoint union (where £ e J and n e N), we cail it a tower (with base E and height n). 
n- 1 
For a partition £ of B, write ££ instead of V S~J£ in short. 
y=o 
Definition. A set Z cz B is a v-finite reordering of a set X c B, if there are pairwise 
00 
disjoint towers 0"(EU nt), $~(E2, n2), ... such that v(B \ (J ^~(Ek, nk)) = 0, and that 
A = l 
(i) for any k e N, E^ c E* for some E* e (£ v C)£k, where £ = {X, B \ X} and 
C = { Z , B \ Z } , 
00 I ^(Sy/5) = I Z z ( ^ ) for /i e Ek, k e N. 
7=0 / = 0 
Proposition 2. The flows (B, 3$, v, 5, / J / X + qxB\x)
 a n d (5> -*» v ' S ' PXz + 4XB\Z)> 
where p, q > 0, X c B, Z cr B, are isomorphic if Z is a v-finite reordering of X. 
For the proof see [10]. About the next statement (see [9]) recall that the probability 
space in case of a flow under a function is countably generated, if and only if the 
basis-space is a countably generated. 
Proposition 3. Let (B, J1, v, S, pxx + qXB\x) be a flow under a function (p, q > 0, 
X a B) with a countably generated (B, <%, v) and let, for some Q G (0, 1), Xx(P) — 
= £ v-a.e. Then, for any h e R, the following properties are equivalent: 
(a) (pQ + q(\ - Q)) !Vv)F(Si) <
 /7 f o r every Eef) -*s,(*-*) with *v(E) > 0, 
tsR 
(b) /iV£(S) < /* for every E e . / s ( 0 ) with v(E) > 0. 
Theorem 3. Let Q e (0, 1), let S be an aperiodic automorphism of a countably 
generated probability space (B, &, v) such that hVE(S) < h(o) for every E e <$si0) 
with v(E) > 0. Let l e i and x*(/i) = Q for v-almost all /? e J1. Then there is a v-finite 
reordering Z e J? of X, such that £ = (Z, B \ Z} is a generator for 5 and Xz(P) = 
= g v-a.e. 
Theorem 1 follows by a successive application of Propositions 1 and 3, Theorem 3 
and Proposition 2, as the aperiodicity and the fact that (PQ + q(l — Q)) ^ ( T i ) < 
< /z(^) for every flow-invariant set E with positive measure are preserved by an 
isomorphism. In case of infinite asymptotic rate of the flow, there does not exist any 
finite generator for S, according to Proposition 3 and [12]. 
First, let us notice that it suffices to prove Theorem 3 in case of the shift over a denu-
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merable alphabet only. By 3(v) we will denote the measure-algebra which corresponds 
to (B, M, v). Due to the aperiodicity of S and (B, 3, v) being countably generated, 
there is a countable generator r\ for S ([6]), and S is conjugated with the shift ;5N in 
(N1, # N , V") (where (SNx)t = xi+1 for x = (JC,-)!?- e N
1, i e l , ^ N is the <r-algebra 
generated in N1 by cylinders, and vn is the probability on 3N induced by v, n and S). 
I.e., there is a measure-algebra isomorphism &: 3(v) —> ^>N(v'
?) such that <P(SE*) = 
SN<£E, whenever E e 3 (S and 5N denote the induced transformations on the equi-
alence-classes modulo zero in 3 and «#N, respectively, EeEe 3(v)). As (N
1, ^?N) 
is a Polish space (by a suitable metric), there is the ergodic decomposition of v", 
vn = jvxdv
n(x), 
i.e. the system (vx, x e N
1) of regular conditional probabilities on (N1, J ^ ) , induced 
by y s (^N) with respect to v" (as it is known, vx is ergodic v^-a.e.). For the given 
X in Theorem 3, choose an arbitrary Ye $X. For the conjugacy, 
1 "- 1 
xj(x) = lira - X Xy(SNx) = j? V-a.e., 
n n j = 0 
and h(vn)F(SN) < h(g) whenever E e « / S N ( ^ N ) with v(E) > 0. Now, if we find a 
vMinite reordering Ve3^ of Y such that {V, N1 \ V] is a generator for ;SNandv
nand 
X*(x) — £ v^-a.e., an arbitrary Z e <P~1V will satisfy all the requirements of Theo-
rem 3. 
Proposition 4. Let S be an aperiodic automorphism of a countably generated 
(B, 3, v). If ljV£(S) < 1 for every E e J?s(3) with v(E) > 0, then there exists a two-
element generator for S. 
Proof. It suffices to show it for S = SN, (B, 3, v) = (N
1, „*N, v"). After completion 
we obtain a Lebesgue space, and the assertion follows from [3], Theorem 30.1. • 
Proposition 5. Let S be an aperiodic automorphism of a countably generated 
(B, 3, v), let £ = {X!, ..., Xfc} be a finite ^-measurable partition of B, n e N and 
£ > 0. Then there exists a tower &~(E, n) with v(&"(E, n)) > 1 — e such that v(Xy) = 
= v£(X7) for any / — 1, ..., fe. (This fact will be recorded as 3T(E, n; £, v, s).) 
Proof. It is given in [4] in case of the Lebesgue space. Our situation can be trans-
ferred to this case as before. • 
3.2 Construction of a v-finite reordering (Proof of Theorem 3) 
We start with a combinatorial assertion (cf. [10]). Let Q0 e (0, 1) be a rational. 
A finite zero-one sequence (bj)"=l e {0, 1}" of length n is called (r, £>0)-allowable 
n 
(r e N) if it contains just £0n-times the unit (]T bj = Q0n), and at the same time, 
i = i 
no constant r-block (i.e. there is no j , 1 _ j rfS n — r + 1, with bj = bj + 1 = ... 
... = bj + r _ 1 ) . 
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Lemma 1. Let 3 e (0, 1). There exist r(5, Q0) and n(5, Q0) such that, for any r > 
_ r(S, Q0) and any n = n(3, Q0) with Q0n e N (r, n e N), the number of (r, Q0)-
allowable sequences of length n is greater than 2(1~d)"Heo\ 
Proof. According to Stirling's formula, there is m0 = m(5, Q0) e N with Q0m0 e N 
such that ( m°)> 2(x-^)mon(eo). Put r(S, Q0) = 2m0 and n(S, Q0) = [2m0/<5] (the 
\Qom0J 
integer-part). Let n = n(d, Q0) with £0n e N. The number of subsets A _ {1, 2 , . . . , n} 
with |AJ = Q0n and 
|A n {jm0 + 1,/m0 + 2, ..., (j + 1) m0}| = £0m0 for all 
/ = 0, 1, ..., [n\m0] - 1 , 
is greater than 
2(l-id)m0h(Qo)[n/mo} -> 2 ^
 _i<5)("_"Io)'>(£>o) ^ 2^-<5)n ' ' (eo) 
and, if we regard A as a zero-one sequence of length n (the ones denote the elements 
of A), it is (2m0, £0)-allowable, hence (r, £0)-allowable for all r > r(S, Q0). D 
We write in short 0r and Tr for the list of 0, ..., 0 (r-times) and 1,. . . , 1 (r-times), 
respectively. We say that a finite zero-one sequence (bj)"=1 contains no r-double 
block (2r ^ n) if there is no 1 <. j < n — 2r with (bj, bj+1, ..., bj+2r-x) equal 
to (0r, Tr) or (Tr, 0r). It is evident that, in case r > 1, we can reorder (i.e. permute) any 
finite zero-one sequence such that it contains no r-double block. 
From now on, let Q, (B, g%, v), S and X be the same as in the supposition of Theorem 
3 and, in accordance with the observation above, we can presuppose the case 
S = SN, (B, @, v) = (N
1, „fN, v"). Let (vp, /j e B) be the ergodic decomposition 
of v, and write £ = {X, B \ X}. 
For any E _ B, /j e B and for k < n, the zero-one sequence (^(S^/i), Xr(Sk+ 1fi)> • • • 
...,XF(S"P)) will be denoted by [p]"k (F) (call it as [/J]£ (E)-name, too), and let 
\[PTk(F)\ = txF(S
JP). Further, put $\p) = ( l / » ) " l ^ ( ^ ) for n e N . For j el 
j=k j=0 
and r e N, let 
M)(F) = {PeB: [p]j+^~1 (E) = (0r, Tr, 0r, Tr)} . 
As hVE(S) < h(Q) = log 2 = 1 for every EeJs with v(E) > 0, there is a two-
element generator y = {C, B \ C} for S by Proposition 4. Let B0 e Js with v(B0) > 0; 
obviously, y is a generator for S with respect to vBo, too. We say that B0 has the 
property <$((3r(Eh nt), et)?ml, Q0, o, r) if 
1° ^0 G (0, 1) is rational (denote its denominator by /0), r e N, r > 2, o e (0, h(Q0)); 
let 0O = min { 0̂, 1 - e0} and o' = o\(l + 1/2
7); 
2° (fi/)r=i i s a decreasing sequence in (0, l) such that, for each i, et < Q0O' h(Q0)\2
i+1; 
3° (nt)fL1 is an increasing sequence in N such that e1n1 ^ l0, ^o°"'"i/2
3 > r + 1 and, 
for each i, nv < e i + 1n i + 1 ; 
4° \{Eeyns
l:Er\Ex # 0 } | < 2
(/,(eo)-<T+£')'"; 
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5° for any E e £s
l with E n Ex + 0 , it is \Xx°(
E) ~ 6o\ < £u 
6° ST(Eh nt) is a tower and vBo(r(Eit »,)) > 1 ~
 ei (denote ^ = ^ (E , , „.) and 
T, = {^i, B \ ^ } ) for each i; 
7° for any i e N, if Ee(T^i+1 with En Ei+1 * 0 , then #«•->(£) > 1 - 2e{; 
8° there are N, N' e N such that e0N, ffo-V' e N, (1 - <r') "i = N < (1 - a' + e.) n l f 
i^'n,. = N' < (id' + 6X) n l s and such that the number of (r, e0)-allowable se-
quences of length N and AT is greater than 2(1-£')N*((?°> and 2<x-«>>*'*«*>, re-
spectively. 
Lemma 2. Let B0 satisfy S^((^(Eit nt), e,)r=i, go. <*> r).
 T h en there is a vBo-finite 
reordering Z (0) e @ of X such that C(0) = {Z(0), B \ Z(0)} is a generator for S with 
respect to vBo, and such that v(B0 AB0) = 0 for 
oo oo °° 
B0= n n(^M;' (z ( 0 ) ) )n(UM;(z ( 0 ) ) ) . 
r' = r + l i = - o o J oo 
The proof will be given in the next section. For better understanding of Conditions 
1° — 8°, we show at first that the whole space can be decomposed (up to a nullset) into 
countably many parts, each of which satisfies the conditions with its own parameters. 
At first, let us fix a decreasing sequence (<rk)k = x in (0, 1) with lim ak = 0, and let 
k 
Gk = {/?: hVf)(S) < h(Q) — ak} for every k (observe that Gk belongs to J>s, having 
in mind that the probabilities vp are induced by Js). Due to the supposition and the 
00 
integral representation of the entropy, v( U G&) = 1-
& = i 
Fix rceN such that v(Gk) > 0 and put a'k = akj(l + 1/2
7), $ = min {Q, 1 - Q}. 
There is c fceN such that l/2
Ck < $a'k h^jl
1. For each i, put e, = l/2 /+Ck, and let 
(gi)T=i b e a sequence in (0, 1) of rational numbers such that, for every i, h(Qt) = h(o) 
and \QI — Q\ < et (hence Qi=^ Q where §t = min {Qh 1 — Qt}). For each i, choose an 
arbitrary rt = r,;fceN such that rt = r^, £() (i.e., in the sense of Lemma 1, by 
3 = &t and Q0 = Qt, rt is sufficiently large). 
00 
Let (a,)r=i be a sequence in (0,1) with £ af < oo. Since, for given c e (0, 1) and 
i = i 
<5 e (0, c), vGfc({/3: Vp(E) > 1 - c}) > 1 - djc whenever £ G J with vGfc(E) > 1 - 3, 
there exists a sequence (<5,)*=1 in (0, 1) such that, for every i, 
vGk({(3: v„(E) > 1 - e,-}) > 1 - at, (2) 
whenever vGfc(E) > 1 — 43 (. 
It holds that, for any i e N, there i s m ( e N which satisfies the following: 
1. For every n > mt, there is some Uin <= ys such that vGfc(U(Ui,„)) > 1 — 8t and 
(l/n) log \Ui>n\ < h(o) - ak + e£. This is due to the McMillan theorem ([3]). 
2. For any n ^ m „ vGfc(F;,„) > 1 - <5, for F;>„ = {£: [;£>(0) - Qt\ < e j . It is due 
to the supposition #*(/?) = £ v-a.e. and the choice of QL near £. 
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3. Continuing in the sense of Lemma 1, 
min J (1 - a'k) mv; ^ mX ^ n(si} Qt) . 
Besides, Qa^m^ > rt + 1 and e-m,- > /; (the denominator of Qt). 
We will construct an auxiliary sequence of towers 2T\ = ^"(Ej, n£) now. In the first 
step, put nt = mv By Proposition 5, there is a tower $~(E'1, n1;(i; v y)£
x, vGk, <5X); 
we put E, = Ei n U1>ni n Vw A s v J E , ) > (l - 2<5X) v J E ; ) , vGfc(^i) > 1 - 3«54 
for 2TX = ^ ( E i , n t) . 
4. In the (i + l)-st step, assume that the tower ST'• = ^"(E,-, n;) with vG(&~{) > 1 — 
— 4<5; has been constructed. Due to the ergodic theorem, 
l i m J | ^ ( / 5 ) - v , ( ^ ) | d v G k ( J g ) = 0.. 
n 
Write Wi+1;„ = {/i: \xf\(fi) - vp(^i)\ < et} for each n = 1. There is m i + 1 
such that vGfc(Wi+1„) > 1 — <5i+1, whenever n > m'i + 1, and in addition to it, let 
e i + 1m' i + 1 > nt. Let n i + 1 = max {m i+1,.m' i+1}, and let Si+1 = {Wi+Un.+l, 
B x ^+i ,» , + i}- As before, there is a tower 
r(E'i+1,ni+1;(i; v y)-«+- v S i + 1 , vGfc, «5i+1) . 
We put Ei+1 = E ; + 1 n Ui+Unt+ln Vi+1,„i + 1 n Wi+1,„i + l. There is vGfc(Ei+1) > 
> ( 1 -3«5 i + 1)vG k(E;+ 1), and so vGk(^i+1) > 1 - 4Si+1 for «T i+1 = 
— $ (Ei+i, ni+1). 
For i > 1, let Af = {/} e Gfc: v ^ . ) > 1 - e j . It is always v ^ A ^ > 1 - a, by (2) 
00 00 
because v(^~t) > 1 - 4<5;. Thus vGk(^) = 1 for A = U 0 ^i and, for some jk e N, 
00 00 j = 1 J = j 
vGk( f) At) > 1 - l//c. Put Bfe = f| ^«; Bt e .fs because so is every At. 
i = jk i=jk 
Lemma 3. Bk has the property %(3T(Bk n EJk+i-u n , k + . - i ) , s ^ + . - O ^ i , t?yk, 
**> OJ-
Proof. As Bfc c: AJk+i-l for every i > 1, we obtain Conditions 6° and 7° seeing 
that 
for every f$eEjk+i (c Wjk+in. + i) . Conditions 4° and 5° are satisfied, too, due to 
the definitions of UjkJl.k and Vj „ , respectively. According to Lemma 1 and as mt is 
sufficiently large, we obtain 8°, and Conditions 1° —3° are obvious. • 
Further, take the next k' > k with v(Gfc, \ Bfe) > 0 and repeat the whole procedure 
for Gk, \ Bk and ak, instead of Gk and ak. But now, choose the numbers riX such that 
fi,k' > rjk>k for every i e N. 
Thus, we decomposed the space B up to a nullset into countably many parts Bk, 
keK, where K cz N. Note that rjk < rjk> whenever k < k'(k, k' eK). 
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Following Lemma 2, for any k e K, there is a generator £(fc) = (Z(fc), B \ Z(fc)} for 
;S with respect to vBk such that Z(fc) is a vBfc-finite reordering of X and v(Bfc AB'k) = 0, 
where 
co oo oo 
5 ; = 0 n (B\M1(Zik))) n ( U MJ*(Z(k))). (3) 
r = rJk + 1 i = — 00 j= — 00 
Let Z = U Z(fe). Clearly, Z is a v-finite reordering of x (this can be verified by the 
fceK 
components Bfc), and £ = (Z, B \ Z} is a generator for S with respect to v (this will 
also be proved by components which we obtain due to (3) up to nullsets). 
The relation x*(P) = Q v-a.e. follows directly from the definition of v-finite 
00 
reordering. Namely, for v-almost all /? e B, it is, for every _/' ^ 0, SJfi e U 3T{Ek, nk), 
k = l 
where (&~(Ek, nfe))"=! are the towers from the reordering. For any n e N, the 
[/?]0(Z)-name consists only of the blocks [/?]_/"(Z) which correspond to the passages 
through these towers (and are attached to each other; the first and the last block 
j " j " 
need not be complete). Due to (ii) in the definition, ~~ Xz(SJP) — __ Xx(SJP) f° r 
each such block, and so x*(P) = Xx{fi)- J~J' J=J' 
Finally, for the proof of Theorem 3 it suffices to prove Lemma 2. 
3.3 Proof of Lemma 2 
Let B0eJs, v(B0) > 0, which satisfies <p((_r(Ej, -.,), et)?al, Q0, a, r). We will 
construct the desired generator ((0) by the induction. Put n'x = nx and, for i > 1, 
K = nt - 2si-1ni - 2nt-v 
As the first approximation to ((0) we will construct a partition £___ = (Z l 5 B\Zj 
in the first step. Let q>x be a fixed injective map which assigns an (r, Q0) — allowable 
sequence of length N to each E e y^1 with E n Ex + 0 (the number of the sequences 
is greater than 
2<--«.)"*(eo) > 2(WW)-«T+«I)»I > K E e ^ ^ E n E ! #= 0 } | 
due to 8°, 2°, 1° and 4°). Put ZX\3TX =X\FX (we write ST\ = ^(Et,nt) in short) 
and define Zx n &~x in such a way that the [/?]0
1-1 (Zx) — name is prescribed 
to each /? 6 Ex as some reordering of [/?]0
1_1 (x ) which in addition, satisfies: 
(a) [ f l r i ( Z 1 ) = (0 r ,T r ,0 r ,T r), 
(b) [fit+N-1 (Zx) = cpx(E) where p e E e y-« , 
w rat++rN'-i(z1) = (w,o(1_eo)N,), 
(d) [li]4r+^+JV' (Zj_) contains no r-double block, 
W WS:J(Zi) = (1,0,1). 
This is possible (with regard to the reordering requirement | [ / i ] 0
1 _ 1 (x ) | = 
= M ' - 1 ^ ! ) ! ) due to 5°: 
[ [ ^ r + iV + N ' - l ( Z i ) | + | K ; = 1 ( Z i ) | = 2 r + ^ + JV') + 2 < 
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< Qov'nil22 + QoO- ~ o-'/2 + 2 e 0 ~i = QoO- " ff'l4 + 2 e i ) "- < 
< e0»i(i - «i/co) = »i((?o - «i) < IMS
1"1 POI 
by the use of 3°, 8°, 1°, 2°, too, and, similarly, 
IMr**"'-1 (BsZOl + IMSH (UNZJI = 2r + (1 - e0)(Ar + N') + 
+ 1 < $0*'«i/2
2 + (1 ~ Qo) (l - a~ + 2eA ni < (1 - Co) »i (1 " ~ - j = 
= n 1 ( l - ^ 0 - e 1 ) < | M 0 ' -
1 ( B \ x ) | . 
In order that Zxe®, we prescribe, for every Ee(£ v y)"s
l, the [/j]^"1 (Z^-name 
identical for each ft e E n E^ 
The i nduc t ion - suppos i t i on 
In (," + l)-st step (,' ^ 1) we will construct a partition C t+1
 = {Z,-+i, B\Zt+i] 
under the following supposition. A measurable partition C, = (Z,> B \ Zt} and 
*TJ c ^i(3T\ e J1) are given. The set £T| arose from the tower ^ by deleting some 
parts of some lowest and highest storeys (for the purpose of finite reordering; the 
sense will be clarified later). More precisely, to each /? e Et, there are given integers 
0 = jt(fi) < jt(p) < nt (measurable in /i), such that m^fi) = j,-(lj) - jt(fi) + 1 ̂  n\, 
and 
m ; ( / 0 - l 
E; = {SJ'mP:0eEt}, ST\=\} U {S
J"/i} 
0 6 _ j ' J = 0 
(where mt(S
jmP) = mt(/j) for /ieE,-). Further, for any ljeE;, 
IMJ^- 1 (z.)| = IKE**'1 (2,-01 = IMo^"1 Wl . (4) 
(in case i = 1 we put Z0 = X), 
M r 2 ' - 3 (Z,) = (0 r + /_! , Tr+,._15 0r, Ir) , (5) 
\fiBSR-\- (i.o,i), (6) 
max {/: 0 <. j < m£(/i), [ £ | f
 4r~i (Zt) = (0r, I r , 0r, Tr)} = mtf) - nx, (7) 
and there are no 0 < 7 < mt(/J)and fc ̂  i, k! = 1, such that [j?]j'
+4r+2fc+2 '£ '-5 (Z,) = 
= (0r + fc_l, lr + fc-l,Or + fc'-l» lr + k'-l)
 0I> [P]j (Zj) = (0r + fe', l r + fc', 0 r + fc', l r + fc')-
For 
W) = {j: 4r + N ̂  j < mt(p), [fiYjZlZ.
1* (Zt) = 
= (0r,lr,0r,Tr),[(l]
J+N'-1 (Z,) = (W,0 ( 1 _ e o ) „ , )} 
(j8 e E;.), there is 
W)\ = ~ i S fWfe+1"28feWfe+1 - 5) (8) 
i t= i 
(in case / = 1, the right side equals one). The [/i]0
£ * (C)-name can be recognized 
for any fieE\, by means of [/?]£' - 1 (Zt) only. Moreover, no positive information 
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is contained in the blocks [P]j+N'~l (Zt),j e Jt(P), about [/i]0
i_1 (C). More precisely, 
if we reorder any arbitrary of those into some arbitrary (r, £0)-allowable sequences 
of length N' (and, hence, we obtain a new set Zt instead of Zt), no new four-block 
will arise having the form (0r+fc_ u Tr+k_ u D r + r _ _, Tr+k._ x), k, k' e N, in [/?]£
t(p)~] (Z;) 
compared with [jf]™^ -1 (Zt) (while all previous ones are preserved), and the 
[fi]^'1 (Zt)-name can be recognized from [P]^'
1 (Zt) again (thus the 
[/i]o,_1 (C)-name, too). 
The construction of Ci agrees with this supposition (for i = 1) if we define jt(P) = 0 
and jt(P) = nx — 1 for all peEx (thus ra^/i) = n. and #"i = 0"\). For a pre-
liminary illustration of J{(P), we will inform of the construction that, in any step i, 
there will be fflZW"1 (Z>) = M t : ^ ' " 1 (^i) - ( W > 0(1_so)JV,) still for 
a sufficiently large number of /? £ Et (i.e. the information about y will be coded 
elsewhere). For PeEh Jt(P) will indicate just the starts of these blocks (which 
4r + Af + JV'- 1 
correspond to the passages through U SJEi a n d have not yet been changed). 
j = 4r + N 
The induc t ion - s t ep 
We start by the reduction of ST'i+1 into 9"i+1. For r3eEi+1, let ji+1(P) = 
= vain {J: j = 0, SI/ieE;}, J,.+1(/?) = max {/J < ni+1, S
J(le «rj, SJ+1H ^ . \ £ . } , 
and m i + 1( /J)= mi+1(S
J*"<»P) = jl+1(fi) - jt+1(fi) + 1. Due to 7°, n i + 1 = 
= w .+ iM > n i + 1 - 2£ini+1 - 2 ^ = «' i+1,and we put 
m4 + 1 ( / ? ) - l 
E;.+ 1 = {S^+^
)/3:/3eE,+1}, ^ ; . + 1 = U U {S
Jfi}; 
both the sets belong to & since the functions ji+1,ji+1 are measurable. Thus the 
segments below the lowest and above the highest complete ^-segment, respectively, 
have been deleted from ^" i + 1 . Hence, if p e Ei+1 and S
jp e 2T'i for some 0 < / < 
< ™i+\(P\ then there is / such that SJ'peE'i and 0 < / <S / ^ / + mt(S
J'P) -
- 1 < mi+1(p);{S
J'p, SJ'+1P, ..., s I ' + m ^ ' /»- i / j} is called a complete ^-segment. 
According to 7°, the number p(P) of such complete .^-segments, with additional 
restriction 0 < / < n'i+1 - n£, satisfies 
p(/J) > w.+ - ~ 2 e » w ^ i _ 2 . (9) 
»» 
At first, we will define an auxiliary partition C'.+i = {Z'i+1, B\Z'i+1} (which will 
later be changed into Cl+1). Le tZ | + 1 \ ^ " ' i + 1 = Z /\«^"' i+1, and let, for each peE'i+1, 
the [/J]^ i+ l ( / ? )-'(z;+1)-name equals the [p]"'*^'
1 (Z,.)-name, but with 
an additional reordering of any complete (^*;.)c-block so that it contains no 
r-double block, and with the reordering of the lowest complete ^"'-block 
so that 
[p]tr+2i+l (z;+ 1) = (0 r + 1 ,T r + , ,0 r ,T r) , (10) 
and that [j5]&+_. (Z'i+1) contains no r-double block (j\ = min {;:; > 0, S
JpeE'l); 
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by complete (^;)c-blocks we mean those which correspond to the segments 
{SI'0,SI' + 1/L ...,V'l}}, where 0 < / < j " < m i+1(/i), S ^ V , S
r + 1 / i e i r . and 
SjP$^"{ for every j ' _a j _2/')• To ensure Z'i+1 e f , make every such reordering 
identical for each peE'i+1 with the same [/J]0'
i+l(/?)_1 (Zt n r ; ) -name. 
Due to (5) and (6), no new four-blocks of the form (0r+k-1,Tr+k_1,0r+k,_1, 
Tr+k>.x),k, fe'eN, have arisen in [r3]0
1i + im~i (Z'i+1) compared with [/?]"'
+l( /})-1 (Zf) 
by the reordering (with the exception of (10)), and all previous ones have been 
preserved (with the exception of all those which occurred in the lowest complete 
«^"rblock or which started in some complete (^;)
c-block). Hence, according 
to (5), for /?eE ; + 1 , we recognize the start of any complete ^ -b lock (except 
for the lowest one) in [/?]0
1i+l(/i)-1 (Z'!+.) looking for the four-blocks 
M j ' + 4 r + , _ 3 (Z ; + 1 ) = (0r+i_1,lr+i_1,0r,Tr) (they do not occur anywhere else). 
Then, any corresponding [/i]!,^"''-1 {Z'i+ J-name determines the [p]j',
 + ni~l(C)-n<imQ 
by the supposition. Let 
m'i+1(p) = max{j ' :0 < f < n'i+1 - nh [ftp
4'*2*-* (Z'i+1) = 
= (0r+I-_1, Tr+I._l9 0r, lr)} + n'i 
for PeE'i+1 (thus m'i+1($) < mi+1(p)). 
If we use the [/3]0
I'i + l ( /3)-1 (z; + 1)-name only, the number of coordinates in 
which the values of [li]0
i + 1~ l (C) will not be recognized is, by 3°, less than 
ni+i - n'i+1 + 2e,.- i+1 + p(P)(n-t - n't) < 
< 4e in i+1 + In, + ^±1 (2niei_1 + 2n i_1) < %etni+1 + 2e i_1n i+1 
nt 
(for j = 1 we put s0 = n0 = 0). 
Hence, for any F'e(C'i+l)"s
i + 1 with F' n E'i+1 + 0 , the set FnE'i+1 (where 
E' c Ee(c;+1)f
i + l(/?), / i e E ' n E;+1) could be further divided by means of y£
i+1, 
but at most into 28£i"i + 1 + 2£<-"'i+1 non-empty parts. For lie En E;+1 put 
•W«-=T.+i(iO = 
= {/: 0 ^ j - 4r - N < n'i+1 - nx, l0]}ZirJN (Z'i+1) -
= (or, \r, or, Tr), M I ^ ' -
1 ( z ; + 1 ) = (TeoiV„ o ( 1 _ e o ) N , )} , 
and fix an arbitrary subset J-+1(E) c J;+1(E) with [Jj+1(E)| = [|J;'+1(E)|/2]. By (8) 
and (9), 
|J;'+1(E)| > - n /^+ i zJ^!h±i _ 5 ) . (11) 
2'k = i \ nk J 
Let <pf be a fixed injective map which assigns an ordered |J ; '+ i (E)r
t upl e °^ 
(r, £0)-allowable sequences of length N' to each E ey"s
i + l with E n E n E'i+\ + 0 ; 
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the number of the tuples being, by 8°, (11) and 3°, at least 
2(l-8i)JV'Mco)|J"i + i(F)| > 
>ex P 2 {( i - £ l ) ^ 1 %o)j 7 n("- ; ;
£ ' " - -5)}> 
> exP2 {(i -..,"- »xeo) i n (
H t + i - 4 e ;";-- 7 H t )} > 
> exp2 {(1 - e.) £ *(e„) 2iti n (1 - 4e» - 78>+1)} > 
( 2 2 fc=i J 
VT'/KecÔ TT n <x-12^) >_ yh(eo)^2 
> Z z k= i > Z 
00 CO 
(there we use also the fact that [ | (l — 12sfc) > 1 — _T 12s/c > J), which is more 
than 28£i"i + 1 + 2£i-'" i + 1 by 2°. k=1 k = 1 
For /j e E n E;+1, the blocks [/9]y
+JV - 1 (-"*•+1)> j e Ji+1(E), bring no positive in-
formation about C in the sense of the induction-supposition and we reorder them into 
(r, <2o)~allowable sequences of length N' so that, as an ordered \j"i+ j(E)|-tuple upwards 
according to j , they equal (pP(E) if /i e E e y"s
i + 1- Let us call the resulting sequence 
[P]mi + l{P)-1(Zi+1)-n2Lme. By the construction and by (10), [££'•-<«-* (Z i + 1) 
fulfils (4)-(7) (for j + 1) for peE'i+1. Thus we have defined Z i + 1 n ^ ; + l 3 and let us 
Putz i + 1 \^- ; .+ 1 = z ; + 1 \ ^ ; + 1 . 
Notice that the collections of four-blocks of the form (Or+fc_ls lr+k-i> Sr+r-i> 
U ^ . , ) , fe, fc' 6 N, are the same both in [ f t i + l ( " h ! (Zi+1) and [/?]»«+-W"
1 (Z'i+1), 
for f5sE'i+1; hence we find the s ta r t / of any complete J^-block (except for the lowest 
one) in [ff]mi + y{P)~1 (Z i + 1) , as before. Moreover, we can also find its end, as 
mt(S
J'p) .-.-_- j ' + max { / ; < mt+1{fi)J < j " , D?3i
+4r"1(Z l+1) = 
= (0„ Tr, Or, Tr)}, (12) 
where / = min {j: j > / , [£]./+4-+2.-3 ( Z | + j = (0_+ . ^ T_+ ._ i s ^ j j j ( m i n 0 = 
= + GO), by (7) and the definition of 3T'i+.. Anyhow, j " < n'i+ r __ mi+._(/?), whenever 
/ _{ «;+ 1 — nh so we need not know the height mi+1(ff) in (12) for each such / . 
Afterwards, for each such / , we can recognize [p]'J',
 + mi(SJ'li)~1 (Z'i+1) by means 
of [ j5 ] j ' + w ' ( s ^ ) _ 1 (Z i + 1 ) by the induction-supposition. 
Thus we can reconstruct [lj]0
1'i + l ( /?)_1 (Z'i+1) by means of [/i]0'
i + 1 _ 1 (Z i + 1) for 
/3eE ;+ 1 , and so obtain E, E e (C'i+i)
m'i+liP), in which /? lies. Then we obtain the 
corresponding Eeyns
i+i by means of the blocks [P]ji
+N'"1 (Zi+1), j e J-+1(E) (by 
p j 1 ) , and so the [P]"0
i + 1~1 (C)-name, too. Clearly, it is Ji+i(P) => J'i+i(F)\ J-'+1(E) 
for 
Jt+M = {J: 4r + N^j< mi+1(p), [P]jZlz\(Zi+1) = (Dr, Tr, Or, TP), 
Mi+ i v ' -1(z I + 1) = (w,o (1__o)N ,)}, 
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hence |J i+1(/?)| satisfies (8) for i + 1. Now, if we should reorder some of the blocks 
[/5]j+JV _ 1 (Z i + 1) , jeJi+1(fi), into some (r, @0)-allowable sequences of length N', 
and obtain a new, say [j.]™'*1^"1 (Z i+1)-name, the [ £ $ '
+ l ( / , ) _ 1 (Z i+1)-name 
would be reconstructed by means of the new as above. Obviously, the partition 
Ci+i satisfies the whole induction-supposition for i + 1. 
The l imi t -pa r t i t i on 
For each i > 1, vBo(^;) > (i _ fij)(„;/n£) = (1 - et) (1 - 2_{_i - 2n i_1/« i) > 
> 1 — 5_,-_ j . If j? e J J , then the [/5]l'n,+ i (Zf)-name determines, whether or not 
j 8 e C Namely, we look for the greatest non-positive j such that ~p~J.+A-r+2i~^ (zt) = 
= (O r + i_i ,T r + i_i , 0r, Tr), after which the [ / j ] j
+ " i _ 1 (Z,)-name determines 
rjfjj+ni-1 ^ because it should be SJ(3 e E\. Thus we recognize C with at least 5e,-_ t-
accuracy by means of C*. 
N ' - l 
We show the convergence C.'s now. For i e N , let O£ = U U U {S
J+kfi}. 
There is peEi'JeJiUi) fc=0 
4 r + N + J V ' - l 
U S'Ei = Oi => O2 =3 O3 -5 ••• 
_/ = 4 r + .V 
For i > 1, let 
Qi1) = Gr;-i)cn<r., 
W i - l W - l 
Q(2) = U U {Sy/5} (the lowest complete Sr\_x-segmentsin &"?), 
peEt' j = 0 
Q(.3> _- (0j_j n _T' .) \(0. u Q(i
2)) (the segments of length N' used for 
the code by the transition from Z- to Z,). 
Obviously, the sets Q(2
3), Q(3
3), Q^3),... are pairwise disjoint and the partitions C»— i 
3 
and Cj can differ trom one another on Q\1} u Q^2) u Q}?} only, i.e. Z f \ U Q\
k) ~~ 
3 fc=l 
= Z,._! \ U 6ifc)- But the sets Q^1} and Q(f
2) are small: 
fc=i 
2ei_1rci + — ^ ( 2 n i _ 1 e i _ 2 + 2n(-_2) + n,._i 
Va„(Qil) u Q?>) < - ^ < 78(._2 
00 00 
for j > 2, hence vBo(A) = 1 for A = B0 n U
 D
k, where Dfe = 0 ( ^ . \ (Qi
1* u Q(-2))). 
fc = 1 i = fc + 1 
Thus the limit lim Xzifi) exists for all /i e A, because Xzlfi) *s the same for all but 
i-+oo 
at most finite number of i. Put 
Z (0) = {£:/?_ A, limXzi(/3) = 1} , C(0) = {Z(0), B\Z(0)} . 
i->oo 
Clearly, Z (0) e J^ because all the Zt are. As it follows from the construction of each 
2T\ (the deleting of the segments below the lowest and above the highest complete 
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3T\_!-segments), if SI/3 e Dfc (given feeN) for some /i e Efc and 0 = / < mfc(/j), then 
SI'/? e Dfc for all 0 = / < mfc(/5), too. 
We show that C(0) is the desired partition. If /? e A, then /? e Dfc for some /c. Then 
/? e iTfc, /? = SI/?' for some /?' e Efc and 0 = j < mfc(/?'), and SI'/?' e Dfc for all 0 = / < 
00 
< mfc(/?'). For all such / , it is xZk(SI'/?') = Xz<0)(S
J"/?') if, of course, SI'/?' £ U Q.3)-
oo i=fe+l 
But U QJ3)(_Ofc) means some segments of length N', whose corresponding blocks 
i=fc+i 
in [/?']0
k(/? ) - 1 (Z(0))-name should always be an (r, £0)-allowable sequence. Thus, 
no new four-block of the form (Or+k,_1, Tr+k>-x, Or, Tr), k' G N , will occur in 
[P']okU'')~1 (Z(0)) compared with [ j S ' ] ^ ' ) "
1 (Zk), by preserving all those in 
[P']okiP ) _ 1 (Zk). It follows that j is the smallest non-negative / such that 
[ / i ] : r + 4 r + 2 f c-3(Z ( 0 )) = (0 r + k_ l 5 Tr+k-1, Or,Tr), and we reconstruct the 
[/3]:j+mk ' ( / ? ' )-1 (Zfc)-name (and thus obtain the [fi\Z
i
i
+nk~X (C)-name) in the same 
way as in the induction-step. So we know whether or not /? e C: Xc(P) = H m Xa(P)> 
i~* oo 
where the index i now means the recognition-procedure by means of Zt (at all events, 
Xc,t(P) is t n e r ig n t value for all i = fc). Hence, ((0) is a generator for S with respect 
to vBo because y is. 
Further, we show that Z(0) is a vBo-finite reordering of X. Let D[ = Dx and Dfc+ x = 
Dk+l\Dk for fc _ 1. Each D'k can be decomposed (up to a nullset) into a finite 
number of disjoint towers which satisfy (i) and (ii) in the definition. So do the towers 
i r ( D ' . n En £ , , « , ) , Ee(£ v C(0))s\ for fc _ 1. For /c> 1, D'k = Qfc
1} u Q[2) 
(disjoint union), and 
B0 n Q[
l) = U -y(B0 nD'knEnE'k,mk„ t(E)), (13) 
£ 
#o n Q[2) = U U ^"(Bo n Dfc n SI'(E n Efc),/' - / + 1) , (14) 
E U'J") 
where the unions are taken over all E e (£ v C(o))sfc v n / t - 1 v «* (we put, for i St 1, 
Wi = {{j?:j?6£>i(j8) = ; } : / = n'„ nj + 1, ...,nt} and m,(F) = mt(p), fisF, whe-
never F c F' for some E' G 77;) and over all pairs ( / , / ' ) with 0 < j ' <̂  / ' < mfc(E), 
SJ"-1(En E;),SI"+1(E n Efc) c ^ f c_ l 5 SI(E n E'k) c (.Tfc_,)
c whenever/ < j ^ / , 
for a given E. Both unions (13), (14) are disjoint and satisfy (i), (ii). 
Finally, 
00 00 00 00 
n SJA= n n (B\Mr(z(0)))n u M;(Z (0 )), 
j~— oo r ' = r + 1 ( = — oo j = — oo 
because after each step / in the induction, for /3 G E-, there are four-blocks in 
M o i ( / , ) - 1 ( z 0 o f t h e f o r m s (O r+fc_!,!.+,_!, Or,I,.), k = 1, 2, ..., i, only. This is 
preserved for Z (0 ) and /3 G B0 n D; n E-, too. The proof is complete. 
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3.4. The step-coding (Proof of Theorem 2) 
Suppose that q < p (the case q > p is the same) and fix an arbitrary a e N which 
satisfies q < p(a — l)ja. At first, we shall a bit refine the construction of Z. 
We will do it in symbols from the proof of Lemma 2. In every step i-• i + 1, i __ 1, 
in the induction, we have defined Z'i+l so that, for [3eE'i+_, among others, 
ra^'^Zi+OhlM^-MZi)! and [\M^(ZUi)\ = mL\m(Zi)\ where 
j_ = min [j:j > 0, SJ\BEE'_] (a reordering of the lowest complete ^--block, and 
of the next complete (^"j)c-block if m_(_3) + j t ) , and so that [/?]4
l
r+2l- (Z-+1) contains 
no r-double block. 
In addition to this, we now shall need 
Ms:r2 M s-1(z;+1) = (1,0,1,0,... , i ,o ) , 
MJHKIJJ!"1 (z;+i) = (i, i, o, i, i, o,..., i, i, o),... 
. . . , M £ : 5 i ^ ^ (i5) 
where Mt = [(n,(^0 - e_)\2 - 2r - /)/(l + 2 + 3 + ... + a)] and K. = (2 + 3 + 
+ ... + a) Mi . This is possible because r > 2, and because 
I M o ^ - 1 (Z,-)| = I M o ^ " 1 (X)\ > n_(Qo - e_)f{ (<±1^J^±1 _ 2 \ 
k = i \ nk / 
by 5° and (9), which is greater than 
n- °° 
" i f e - £i)— n (1 - 8 s 0 > «»feo - «i)/2, 
n_ fc=i 
and analogously, 
I M J ^ ' ^ B ^ Z , ) ^ 1 1 , ( 1 - ^ 0 - 6 0 / 2 ; 
both £0 — £x and 1 — £0 — s_ are positive by 2° (if i is not sufficiently large, Mt = 0,. 
and by this, the requirement (15) will vanish). So we have a new amended Z-+ 1 
and Z; + 1 in each step, and, owing to this modification, a new set Z (we will use the 
same symbol for it as before). Clearly, no previously prescribed properties are 
broken by this change. 
Having in mind the whole construction in the proof of Theorem 1, we see that for 
each / ee l and'for v-almost all jSeB, there are arbitrarily long blocks of the forms 
(15) in [ f l r (Z)-name ( = (xz(S
kP), Xz(Sk+1P), •••)) and in [fi]_a (Z)-name, too. 
Let us call any interval of a form [b, b + p) and [b, b + q), b e R, a p-interval 
and q-interval, respectively. For a> e *B, t e R and t_ < t2 (t_ e R, t2 e R u { + oo}), 
[co, *]J2 means the continuous Z-name of a>, i.e. the function x._(Sta>) of t on [t_, t2). 
Clearly; [co, *]J2 e 0 j 2 , where we define © ^ as the set of all right-continuous 
functions 6 on R taking only the values 0 and 1 such that their pre-images #_ ,{0} 
and # - 1 {l} are a disjoint union of q-intervals and a disjoint union of jp-intervals, 
respectively, and 0[2 consists of their restrictions to [t_, t2). We can imagine each 
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9 e 0 ' 2 as a sequence (finite or infinite in accordance with t2) of p-intervals and q-
intervals, such that tx lies in the first one, say at a distance J, 0 < d < max {p,q}, from 
its start. We mean just the list (from the left to the right) of the intervals between 
jumps which is exactly so long that [tt, t2) is covered by them. So a pair (d, 3), where 
00 
3 = (3) e {p, q}N u U {p, q}k, represents 9 in case when max {p, q} < t2 — tt. If 
fc = 2 
need be, we will write 3 = 3(0) or _T = _T([f9]£). For OeSl] and 0<t<t2-tu 
let [0,tJt
2
l=(0(jt),0((j+l)t),...,0(kt)), where j , kel, (j - 1) t < tt < jt and 
kt < t2 = (k + 1) t (in case t2 = +oo we put [0, t\\\ = (0{ji), 0((j + 1) t), ...)). 
Let us write in short [co, t](
2 for [[co, *][2, t]J2. Theorem 2 is a consequence of the 
following assertion. 
00 GO 
Lemma 4. If 0 < t0 < min {p, q}, then, for arbitrary k e I, a( V St£) = a( V S(0C) 
oo oo f=fcf0 j —k 
and cr( V S-fC) = c ( V S-tJQ UP t o symmetrical differences of measure zero. 
f = fcto J=fc 
Proof. We show the first equality only (the proof of the second one being analogi-
cal). To this end, it suffices to recognize, for almost all COEQ, the continuous name 
[co, * ] ^ o by means of [co, t0]^0. If we knew that a jump of 0 e 0^ o has to lie in 
(t, t + s) for some t = kt0 and 0 < s < min {p, q} — t0, then we should obtain 
the whole E(0) by means of [0, t0]^0 only. Indeed, the points kt0, (k + 1) t0, ... 
must hit every interval between jumps and if, e.g. [0, t0]t + £
+J'° = (0/-i> 1) f° r some 
j ^ 2, then we know that in (t, t + e) a block starts of q-intervals whose number n 
is uniquely determined by (j — 1) t0 < nq < jt0 + s. Hence, a start of a p-interval 
lies (t + nq, t + s + nq), and so on in both directions. Thus for the recognition 
of [co, * ] ^ o it suffices to find, for arbitrarily small & > 0, an interval (t, t + s), t _ kt0, 
•which contains some jump of [co, * ] ^ 0 . 
As p\q is irrational, either (p + q)\t0 is, or (Ip + q)jt0 for all I = 2,3, ..., a are. 
In the former case, for a given 0 < & < min {p, q} — t0, there is m e N such that 
(jt0 mod (p + q): j = 0, 1, ..., [(m — 1) (p + q)/to]} is an e/2-dense subset in 
[0, p + q). As it was done above, for almost all co e Q there is a sufficiently large 
block E' = (p, q, p, q, ..., p, q) (of length 2n > 8m) in E([co, *]^0) which corre-
sponds to a segment [co, * ] t
/ + " ( p + g), t = /ct0, in the continuous name. 
Let 0 e 0 £ o so that 
[0, l0^0 = [oMoKo • (
16) 
As 0 < t0 < min {p, q}, E([0~\
f
t
+n(p + q)) must contain 3' as a subsequence, and 
contains one element at most in addition to it. Thus in any case, there is a segment 
[ti,ti + 2m(p + q)) <= [t, t + n(p + q)) such that 3([0]
t
t\
 + 2m(p+g)) = (p,q,p,q,... 
...,p, q). From the condition concerning m, there must exist points / t 0 and j"t0 
(t! + t0 < / t o < / t o < li + 2m(p + q),j',j" el) lying in a distance less than 
g/2 behind the start of some p-interval and in front of the end of some p-interval 
of 9, respectively. Of course, these ft0 and/ ' t 0 satisfy 
0{fto) = 9(j"t0) = 1 , 9((f - 1) t0) = 9((j" + 1) t0) = 0 , (17) 
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j"lo - j't0 > n'(p + q) + p - s, (18) 
for some integer ri ^ 0. On the other hand, by (16) and by E([d]tt
+n(p+q)) given, 
the last formulae (17), (18) will determine the point j't0 to the effect that a jump 
lies in (/ t0 — e , / t 0 ] . However, this is sufficient for us because E([dyt\
 + 2m(p+q)) = 
= E([co,*yt[
 + 2 m ( p + q ) ) . 
The latter case ((p + q)jt0 is rational) will be solved similarly. Let m e N satisfy 
now, for every I = 2,3, ...,a, {jt0 mod (Ip + q):j = 0, 1, .... [(m — 1) (Ip + q) : 
: t0]} is an e/2-dense subset in [0, Ip + q). For almost all co e Q and every / = 2, 3, . . . 
..., a, there is a sufficiently large block El = (ph q, ph q, ..., ph q) in E([co, *]^0) 
(of length (/ + 1) n > 4(1 + 1) m, pt means the list p, ..., p of length /) which 
corresponds to a segment [co, *]t|+"('p+«). 
Let 6 G 0 £ o so that (16) holds. Due to 0 < t0 < q, it is p(l0 - l)//0 < t0 < 
1= PhK^o + 1) f° r some /0 e {1, 2, ..., a — 1}. Then any interval [b, b + l0p), 
b >. kt0, contains at least l0 + 1 points of the sequence (fi*o)J°=fc» whereas any interval 
[b', b' + (l0 - 1) p), b' ^ kt0, contains l0 such points at most. Thus E([9]\
+n(lop+q)) 
(where t = tlo) contains Elo as a subsequence and has one element at most in addition 
to it, which implies the existence of a segment [tl5 tx + 2m(l0p + q)) c [t, t + n(l0p + q)) 
with E([B\\\+2m(l0P+q)) = (plo, q, plo, q,..., plo, q). Hence, if /0 > 1, we can determi-
ne a point ; t 0 , j e I, to the effect that a jump of [co, * ] ^ 0 has to lie in (jt0 — e, j t 0 ] , 
similarly as by means of (17), (18) in the first case. In case /0 = 1 we use this method 
too, because then the length of any finite block of />intervals (which has q-intervals 
on either side) in E(6) can be exactly recognized by means of [6, t0]^0- • 
(Received July 20, 1989.) 
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